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Substituting the expression for hole concentration
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Or

Thus, for the condition of zero net electron and hole currents, the Fermi level must

be constant (i.e., independent of x) throughout the sample, as illustrated in the

energy band diagram of Fig. 2b.
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The constant Fermi level required at thermal equilibrium results in a unique space

charge distribution at the junction.

 We repeat the one-dimensional p–n junction and the corresponding equilibrium

energy band diagram in Figs. 3a and 3b, respectively.

The unique space charge distribution and the electrostatic potential ψ are given by

Poisson’s equation:
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Here we assume that all donors and acceptors are ionized.

In regions far away from the metallurgical junction, charge neutrality is maintained 

and the total space charge density is zero. For these neutral regions we can simplify 

Eq. 7 to 

(metallurgical junction: 

1- term refers to p-n junction; interface between the n-doped and p-doped regions in the junction, or 

the plane in which ND = NA.

2- plane in the p-n junction at which concentration of acceptors is the same as concentration of donors.) 8
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The total electrostatic potential difference between the p-side and the n-side neutral

regions at thermal equilibrium is called the built-in potential Vbi:

3.1.3 Space Charge

Moving from a neutral region toward the junction, we encounter the narrow

transition region shown in Fig. 3c.
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Here the space charge of impurity ions is partially compensated( شدنجبران ) by the

mobile carriers.

 Beyond the transition region we enter the completely depleted region where the

mobile carrier densities are zero.

This is called the depletion region (also the space-charge region).

For typical p–n junctions in silicon and gallium arsenide, the width of each transition

region is small compared with the width of the depletion region.
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Therefore, we can neglect the transition region and represent the depletion region

by the rectangular distribution shown in Fig. 3d, where xp and xn denote the

depletion layer widths of the p- and n-sides for the completely depleted region with

p = n = 0.

Equation 7 becomes
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15
(abrupt junction: A pn junction in which the concentration of impurities changes suddenly from acceptors to donors.)


